
Music Video Form (What makes a music video?)

Watch 3 music videos from different genres from the blog post and take notes about their form & content:

Band / Song Duration
(time)

Content Ratio
Narrative :

Performance

Genre MES - how is it relevant to the genre and/or
the narrative?

PERFORMANCE/NARRATIVE

Describe the type and structure of Narrative and how it or
doesn’t link to themes/lyrics

(Illustration, Amplification & Disjuncture)
NARRATIVE

Star Image: What does the video tell us about the
star/artist/band? What adjectives would you use to describe

them?
PERFORMANCE

Beyonce -
Single Ladies

3.19 / pop - The costume on the women is very
minimal and sexy with high heels
emphasizing the feminine gestures and
power

- The entire video is in black and white
which again simplifies the performance
and leaves the focus on the movement
and outfit on beyonce

- This image presented by Beyonce is
relevant to the genre because it is
sexy and feminine which is what
Beyonce’s pop is known for

- The performance of 3 ladies represented to be single
and sexy is perfect for the song as they are model
looking women dancing.

- Confident, strong, powerful women is the main
concept being bought across in this music video

- Beyonce is the main star in the music video always
being the center of the 3 dancers therefore
promoting herself as the single lady

Mumford &
sons - Lover
of the light

5.55 / Folk - rock - The entirety of the video is high key
lighting backing the title of ‘light’

- The costume which is a smart suit gives
the impression of the man caring about
his representation despite being blind
although this choice of costume may
not be the stereotypical costume for
folk rock music therefore the narrative
story contrasts the genre

- The story line displays the title of lover of the light
showing a blind man who searches for light which
mirrors the lyrics of the song

- It follows the theme as the blind man is searching for
light which puts a more powerful meaning behind the
title and the lyrics as the brightness of light is all he
can see

- Although it follows the lyrics in the song it doesn't
exactly portray a folk theme which is the genre of the
bands music

- This music video is a amplification of the song as the
story is clearly inspired by the song but adds a much
deeper element

Conan gray -
memories

4.51 / / pop - The importance of him wearing the
same sweater which is spoken about on
the phone call at the start of the video
represents how he doesn't want to let
go of the past and this jumper holds
memories

- The mess of the room further
impressed that he is struggling to move
on from the past and feels these items
hold memories as well as the idea that
he has been stuck in his room and not
gone out

- The lighting is low key to set to low and
saddening mood

- A boy hung up on his past and the video fellows the
basic meaning within the lyrics of the song

- He has been stuck in his room not being able to move
on from a heartbreak

- There is a illustration throughout the video for example
when he is looking at the pictures which is what the
lyrics are

- This video is a amplification of the song as it is
definitely inspired and mirrors some of the lyrics but it
also expands on the lyrics and adds a new element to
the song in the video

- This is a combination music video due to Conan
being the star of his own video. It presents to us
that he is feeling these emotions rather than it just
being a story in the lyrics

- This makes the song and video seem more powerful


